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Abstract

Objective. Brain–computer interface (BCI) technology might contribute to rehabilitation of motor function. This speculation is based on the premise that modifying the electroencephalographic (EEG) activity will modify behavior, a proposition for which there is limited empirical data. The present study asked whether learned modulation of pre-movement sensorimotor rhythm (SMR) activity can affect motor performance in normal human subjects.

Approach. Eight individuals first performed a joystick-based cursor-movement task with variable warning periods. Targets appeared randomly on a video monitor and subjects moved the cursor to the target and pressed a select button within 2 s. SMR features in the pre-movement EEG that correlated with performance speed and accuracy were identified. The subjects then learned to increase or decrease these features to control a two-target BCI task. Following successful BCI training, they were asked to increase or decrease SMR amplitude in order to initiate the joystick task.

Main results. After BCI training, pre-movement SMR amplitude was correlated with performance in subjects with initial poor performance: lower amplitude was associated with faster and more accurate movement. The beneficial effect on performance of lower SMR amplitude was greater in subjects with lower initial performance levels.

Significance. These results indicate that BCI-based SMR training can affect a standard motor behavior. They provide a rationale for studies that integrate such training into rehabilitation protocols and examine its capacity to enhance restoration of useful motor function.
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1. Introduction

Brain activity produces electrical signals that are detectable on the scalp (i.e., electroencephalographic (EEG) activity), on the cortical surface (i.e., electrocorticographic activity), or within the brain (i.e., neuronal activity or local field potentials). Brain–computer interfaces (BCIs) translate specific features of these signals into outputs that allow the user to act on the world without the participation of peripheral nerves and muscles (Wolpaw et al. 2002). BCI research has used various features to provide a variety of communication and control options (Wolpaw and McFarland 2012 for review).

EEG sensorimotor rhythms (SMRs) have been used successfully as features for BCI communication and control (e.g., Wolpaw et al. 1991, Pfurtscheller et al. 1993, Kostov and Polak, 2000, Wolpaw and McFarland, 2004, Yuan and He 2014). SMRs comprise activity in alpha (8–12 Hz) and beta (18–30 Hz) frequency ranges that is recorded over central scalp locations (i.e., over sensorimotor cortex) and is affected by movement or movement imagery (Chatrian 1976, Pfurtscheller and Neuper 1997, Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva 1999, McFarland et al. 2000). Furthermore, active movement of specific body parts (i.e., hands or feet) is preceded and accompanied by specific scalp foci of SMR activity.
SMR BCIs have been used to bypass the site of a lesion that prevents adequate motor control (e.g., Rohn et al. 2013). BCI technology might also be used to improve rehabilitation of sensorimotor function after strokes or other disorders (Dobkin 2007, Daly and Wolpaw 2008, Daly and Sitaram 2012, Ang and Guan 2013). Given the association of SMRs with normal movement and movement imagery, BCI-based SMR training might be particularly effective. Several studies have used concurrent SMRs to assist movement (e.g., by controlling an orthosis or functional electrical stimulation (FES) of paretic limb muscles) with modest success (Buch et al. 2008, Ramos-Murguialday et al. 2013, Young et al. 2014). The rationale for this approach is that the more normal sensory feedback associated with the improved movement should promote beneficial plasticity through Hebbian mechanisms (Wang et al. 2010). Another approach uses SMRs to support motor imagery training in stroke patients with motor deficits (Prasad et al. 2010, Morone et al. 2015).

A number of studies have explored the use of neurofeedback protocols as a means of altering SMRs in users without disabilities (Rasey et al. 1996, Egner and Gruzelier 2001 and 2004, Vernon et al. 2003). The intent of these studies was to show that altering SMR would also alter behavior. The neurofeedback approach provides users with feedback for altering SMR in a single direction for an extended period of time. As noted by Vernon (2005), an implicit assumption underlying neurofeedback is that the training procedure will lead to long-term changes in the EEG outside of the training context, which will be associated with changes in behavior. Vernon (2005) concludes that evidence for these assumptions is generally lacking. For example, Egner and Gruzelier (2004) found that healthy participants learning to enhance low beta (11.7–14.6 Hz) at Cz did not show the expected increase in this activity when tested after training. Boulay et al. 2011 showed that SMR modulation within the context of a simple reaction time task produced reaction times that were shorter when subjects reduced pre-reaction SMR amplitude as compared to when they increased pre-reaction SMR amplitude. This design relied on bi-directional control of task-appropriate SMR activity and shows that SMRs reflect brain activity important in the preparation for movement.

The present study explored a different strategy for using BCI technology to improve motor performance. Based on the fact that SMR desynchronization is associated with preparation for movement (Pfurtscheller and McFarland 2012), we hypothesized that learned regulation of pre-movement SMR amplitude would affect the subsequent movement. To test this hypothesis, we evaluated the impact of pre-movement SMR regulation on the performance of a center-out joystick-based cursor movement task in a three-phase within-subject study. Phase 1 identified a pre-movement SMR feature (i.e., amplitude in a given frequency range at a given location) that correlated with movement performance. Phase 2 trained the subject to increase or decrease that feature. Phase 3 assessed the impact on performance of pre-movement increase or decrease in the SMR feature.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

The subjects were eight healthy adults (five men and three women; ages 24–56; all right-handed) with no previous BCI experience. All gave informed consent for the study, which was reviewed and approved by the New York State Department of Health Institutional Review Board.

The subject sat in a reclining chair facing a 94 × 53 cm video screen 1.5 m away. EEG was recorded with 9 mm tin electrodes embedded in a cap (ElectroCap, Inc.) at 64 scalp locations according to the modified 10–20 system of Sharbrough et al. (1991). The electrodes were referenced to the right ear; and their signals were amplified and digitized at 256 Hz by g.USB amplifiers. BCI operation and data collection were supported by the BCI2000 platform (Schalk et al. 2004, MELLinger and Schalk 2011). Each subject completed 2–3 one-hour sessions per week for a total of 15–21 sessions spanning 6–10 weeks.

2.2. Study protocol

Figure 1 illustrates the three-phase study protocol. Phase 1 identified a pre-movement SMR feature that correlated with performance on a joystick task. Phase 2 trained the subject to increase or decrease the amplitude of this feature. Phase 3 combined both elements to evaluate the impact of pre-movement SMR feature control on performance of the joystick task.

In phase 1 (figure 1, row 1), the subject used a joystick with the dominant hand (i.e., always right) to move a cursor to contact a target on the screen. The target was a blue or yellow 5.1 cm diameter circle that initially appeared in the center of the screen (A). After a variable period of time (1–7 s) the target turned green and was placed at a random position 12.2–24.4 cm from the center (B). Simultaneously, a 2 cm plus-shaped cursor appeared at the center. The subject’s task was to move the cursor to the target and press the select button located on top of the joystick handle as quickly as possible to acquire the target. If the task was completed in 2 s, the target turned red for 1 s (C). Then the screen was blank for 1 s before the start of the next trial (D). If the task was not completed in 2 s, the screen simply went blank for 1 s before the next trial started. Each of the four daily phase-1 sessions consisted of eight 3 min runs separated by one-min breaks. Due to variations in response speed, this resulted in a range of 189–204 trials/session and a range of 776–801 total trials in all four sessions for each subject. EEG signals from locations over sensorimotor cortex in the 1 s immediately before the move instruction was analyzed as described below to determine which pre-movement SMR feature correlated most strongly with task performance. An SMR feature was defined as amplitude in a specific frequency band (e.g., 11–13 Hz) at a...
Figure 1. The three phases of the study. Phase 1: identification of a pre-movement SMR feature correlated with performance. (A) A yellow or blue target appears in the center of the screen. (B) After 1–7 s, the target appears at a random location and a cursor appears in the center. (C) The subject uses the joystick to move the cursor to the target and then presses the select button, at which point the target turns red if the cursor is in contact with the target. The screen then goes blank for 1 s prior to the next trial. If the cursor does not reach the target within 2 s, the screen simply goes blank for 1 s prior to the next target. (D) The next trial begins. Phase 2: training of the SMR feature identified in phase 1. (A) A yellow or blue target appears in the center of the screen, cueing SMR feature reduction or increase, respectively (see text). (B) Target color changes as the SMR feature amplitude approaches criterion. (C) Red signals success and the screen goes blank; if the criterion is not reached, the screen simply goes blank. (D) One second later, the next trial begins. Phase 3: consisting of phase 2 followed by phase 1. (A) A yellow or blue target appears in the center of the screen, cueing SMR feature reduction or increase, respectively (see text). (B) Target color changes as the SMR feature amplitude approaches criterion. (C) If and when the criterion is reached, the joystick task is initiated with the target appearing at a random location and the cursor appearing in the center. As with phase 1, the subject uses the joystick to move the cursor to the target and then presses the select button, at which point the target turns red for 0.5 s and the screen then goes blank for 1 s prior to the next trial. If the cursor does not reach the target within 2 s, the screen simply goes blank for 1 s prior to the next trial. (D) The next trial begins.

The subjects then moved on to phase 2 of the study.

In phase 2 (figure 1, row 2), feature-dependent color change served as feedback as the subject learned to change the amplitude of the SMR feature identified in phase 1. For each trial, the color of the 5.1 cm target in the center of the screen indicated the desired direction of change (A). Yellow- and blue-target trials were randomly interspersed; each comprised 50% of the trials. In a yellow-target trial, the subject was asked to maintain the SMR feature amplitude below a criterion value for 1 s. As the 1 s running average of SMR amplitude approached the criterion value, the target gradually turned from yellow to orange and finally to bright red for 0.5 s upon success (B, C). In a blue-target trial, the subject was asked to maintain the SMR feature amplitude above a criterion value for 1 s. As the 1 s running average of SMR amplitude approached the criterion value, the target gradually turned from blue to purple to bright red for 0.5 s upon success. The screen then went blank for 1 s before the next trial started (D). If the subject did not reach the criterion within 4 s, or reached the wrong criterion, the screen went blank for 1.5 s before the next trial. Over 5–10 daily phase-2 training sessions (each consisting of eight 3 min runs separated by one-min breaks), the subjects improved their SMR feature control; for the final session they satisfied the criterion within 4 s on 69%–94% of the trials. They then moved on to phase 3.

In phase 3 (figure 1, row 3), the subject performed two-stage trials. The first stage was like phase 2: the yellow or blue target appeared (A) and the subject had 6 s (B) to decrease (yellow) or increase (blue) the SMR feature amplitude to a criterion level. Achievement of this criterion initiated the second stage (C). The second stage was like phase 1: a green target appeared at a random position 12.2–24.4 cm from the center. Simultaneously, a 2 cm plus-shaped cursor appeared at the center. The subject’s task was to move the cursor to the target and press the select button as quickly as possible. If the task was completed in 2 s, the target turned red for 1 s. Then the screen was blank for 1 s before the start of the next trial. If the task was not completed in 2 s, or the red button was pressed when the cursor did not contact the target, the screen went blank for 1 s. The first phase-3 session started with two phase-2 warm-up runs and was followed by six 3 min runs separated by 1 min breaks. The next three phase-3 sessions consisted of eight 3 min runs separated by 1 min breaks. This resulted in a range of 64–204 phase-3 trials/session and a range of 436–620 total phase-3 trials over all four sessions for each subject. Thus, in phase 3, the subject
had to increase or decrease the pre-movement SMR feature in order to initiate the motor (i.e., joystick) task. We assessed the relationships between the amplitude of this pre-movement feature and the parameters of the subsequent motor performance.

### 2.3. Feature selection

From the phase-1 data, we determined for each subject the correlations between task performance and pre-movement SMR features. Task performance was characterized by: the latency from the move stimulus (i.e., the simultaneous appearance of the target at a random position and the appearance of the cursor) to the start of movement (i.e., movement latency (ML)); the correlation between horizontal and vertical movement (i.e., how straight the movement was as an index of skilled movement (Lee et al 2013)); the movement time (MT); the total time (i.e., the total time from the move stimulus to target selection), and the final error (FE) in pixels between the cursor and the target center (i.e., movement error).

EEG signals from the 64 scalp electrodes were re-referenced according to a Laplacian transform that had an SMR-related signal or a 6 cm inter-electrode spacing; McFarland et al 1997), and was then subjected to a 16th-order autoregressive spectral analysis (McFarland and Wolpaw 2008). Amplitudes for 3 Hz wide spectral bands from 9–24 Hz were computed for 400 ms sliding windows that were updated every 50 ms. Next, each potential SMR feature (i.e., amplitudes for 3 Hz bands from 9 to 24 Hz for electrodes C3 and CP3 (i.e., contralateral sensorimotor cortex)) for the 1 s immediately prior to movement onset served as the dependent variable in a multiple regression model that had the following task-performance parameters as the independent variables: ML; linearity of movement (measured as $r^2$ for horizontal versus vertical movement); total MT; and FE from the center of the target. Thus, this multiple regression predicted specific SMR features, as the vector of $Y_i$ over trials, from the matrix $X_{ij}$ of $j$ task-performance parameters over $i$ trials according to:

$$b_j = (X'X)^{-1}X'Y.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The EEG feature achieving the largest $r^2$ value was then used as the SMR feature for training and testing in phases 2 and 3. In four subjects, the SMR feature used comprised the sum of two SMR features (one in the mu frequency range (12 or 13 Hz) and one in the beta range (22 or 24 Hz) (see table 1) that had nearly equal $r^2$ values.

### 2.4. SMR control

Online SMR control during phases 2 and 3 was assessed with the same Laplacian transform and autoregressive spectral analysis described above. The resulting feature was then normalized according to:

$$C = b(S - a),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $a$ is an estimate of the mean and $b$ is an estimate of the standard deviation of the signal, $S$ (McFarland et al 2006). The value of $C$ was integrated as a running average over 1 s and was updated every 50 ms. The result was displayed as feedback in the form of a continuous color change proportional to the distance to a threshold value that served as the criterion for a completed trial. This criterion was typically 0.85 standard deviations above (blue targets) or below (yellow targets) the mean value for the signal.

### 3. Results

The SMR features identified in phase 1 were specific to the individual subjects. In phase 2, the subject learned to control the feature; this control was focused topographically and spectrally to the location and frequency band of the SMR feature. In phase 3, voluntary modulation of this SMR feature had effects on performance that varied across subjects. In general, subjects with the poorest baseline performance on the joystick task showed the greatest improvement with decrease of the pre-movement SMR feature. Table 1 shows for each subject: the SMR feature identified in phase 1; the number of phase-2 training sessions; the success rate for the final phase-2 session; and the success rate for phase-3 sessions (i.e., the percent of trials in which the pre-movement SMR feature reached criterion and initiated the motor task).

#### 3.1. Phase 1

During phase 1, subjects performed the center-out joystick-based cursor movement task. We found pre-movement SMR features. Task performance was characterized by: the correlations between task performance and pre-movement SMR features. Table 1 shows for each subject: the SMR feature identified in phase 1; the number of phase-2 training sessions; the success rate for the final phase-2 session; and the success rate for phase-3 sessions (i.e., the percent of trials in which the pre-movement SMR feature reached criterion and initiated the motor task).

#### Table 1: SMR Features and phase-2 and phase-3 accuracies for the individual subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>SMR location</th>
<th>SMR center frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Phase-2 training sessions</th>
<th>Phase-2 final accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Phase-3 final accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>12 + 24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>13 + 22</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>67.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>69.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>CP3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>CP3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>68.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>12 + 24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>85.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>12 + 24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>89.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
features that predicted subsequent motor performance. The best SMR feature and the parameter(s) of motor performance that it predicted varied across subjects. Furthermore, the relationships among the several measures of motor performance also varied across subjects.

Figure 2 shows the trajectory of a single phase-1 trial from subject E. Figure 2 also lists the values of the movement parameters for this specific trial. In this trial, the subject initially moved the cursor vertically, and then later refined the trajectory to more accurately approach the target. Overall, on 85.8% of the trials for all subjects in phase 1, the first movement was toward the target in one dimension only, not in both. This bias was highly significant by a $\chi^2$ analysis ($p < 0.0001$). In contrast, the actual target position did not show any significant bias for requiring movement in just one direction, as would be expected given random target placement. On average, the first movement occurred at 502.4 ms, the first 2-dimensional movement occurred at 644.2 ms (i.e., moving simultaneously in both dimensions), and movement was finished at 1290.6 ms. Thus, on average, subjects initially made a course movement followed after a brief delay by a correction in the trajectory.

There were many significant correlations among the movement parameters and the SMR feature in the phase-1 data from individual subjects. The specific patterns varied across subjects, as illustrated in table 2. It shows for the phase-1 data of two subjects univariate correlations among FE, ML, movement linearity ($r^2$), and amplitudes in the mu and beta frequency bands at the selected location (table 1).

### Table 2. Phase-1 Correlations in two subjects. Movement parameters include: final error between target center and cursor center at the time of the button press; movement latency; movement time; and $r^2$ between horizontal and vertical movement (i.e., linearity of the movement trajectory). SMR parameters include the amplitudes in the mu and beta frequency bands at the selected location (table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>$r^2$</th>
<th>Mu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Subject E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>0.24$^b$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>0.02$^b$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^2$</td>
<td>0.33$^b$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu</td>
<td>$-0.10^a$</td>
<td>0.09$^b$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.07$^a$</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>$-0.06$</td>
<td>0.17$^b$</td>
<td>$-0.17^b$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.62$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Subject H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>0.62$^b$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>$-0.10^a$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$-0.05$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r^2$</td>
<td>$-0.04$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$-0.31^b$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mu</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>$-0.02$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08$^a$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>$-0.07$</td>
<td>$-0.09^a$</td>
<td>$-0.03$</td>
<td>0.16$^b$</td>
<td>0.60$^b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ $p < 0.05$

$^b$ $p < 0.0001$

parameters and the SMR features. For example, for subject E FE is not significantly correlated with MT while it is positively correlated with linearity. In contrast, for subject H the FE is negatively correlated with MT but is not significantly correlated with linearity. For subject E beta activity is positively correlated with ML and negatively correlated with MT. In contrast, for subject H beta activity is negatively correlated with ML and not significantly correlated with MT. Thus, as suggested by Cesqui et al (2012), our subjects reached different but similarly successful solutions to this motor task.

#### 3.2 Phase 2

During phase 2, the subjects learned to modulate (i.e., increase or decrease) the SMR feature identified in phase 1. Figure 3 shows for each subject the topography and spectrum of the correlation between target condition (i.e., SMR decrease (SMRlow) or increase (SMRhigh)) and the SMR feature for the last three phase-2 training sessions. All eight subjects acquired topographically and spectrally focused SMR control. The sharp topographical and spectral foci of control rule out contamination by non-EEG artifacts (e.g., electromyographic (EMG) or electrooculographic (EOG) signals).

#### 3.3 Phase 3

In phase 3 we examined the impact of pre-movement control of the SMR feature on performance of the joystick-based motor task. We found that the effects of SMR feature control on motor performance varied across subjects. There was a tendency for SMR control to have more impact on performance in subjects in whom performance was less good.

Figure 4 summarizes the phase-3 results for each subject and all the subjects together. It shows the amplitude of the
pre-movement SMR feature and the performance parameters for SMRhigh and SMRlow trials and indicates significant differences between SMRhigh and SMRlow trials in these measures. As expected, every subject showed a significant difference in SMR amplitude between the SMRhigh and SMRlow conditions. This SMR difference was generally present in both the mu and beta frequency ranges. The impact of pre-movement SMR amplitude on performance varied markedly across subjects and across performance parameters. While pre-movement SMR reduction was associated with significantly less FE (i.e., less difference between the final cursor position and the center of the target), the effects on other performance parameters varied. SMR reduction reduced ML and total time in three subjects, increased MT in one, and increased linearity of movement in one.

To further clarify the impact of pre-movement SMR amplitude and inter-subject variation in this impact, we performed an ANOVA with the interaction of SMR amplitude with subject as the effect of interest and SMR amplitude by subject by 3 min run as an estimate of error (i.e., the intra-subject variability across runs). We found significant interactions between SMR amplitude and subject for: ML (df = 7/21, F = 40.68, p < 0.0001); total time (df = 7/21, F = 18.84, p < 0.0001), and $r^2$ (df = 7/21, F = 2.38, p < 0.0232). For each of these parameters, SMR amplitude significantly affected performance in some subjects but not in...
others; and there was no significant group effect of SMR amplitude. In contrast, for movement error, the group mean effect of SMR amplitude was significant ($df = 1/7, F = 6.41, p < 0.0391$) but the interaction of SMR amplitude with subjects and significant effects for individual subjects were not.

ANOVA of effects in individual subjects was based on data from individual trials within subjects. For some measures (e.g., $r^2$) values were missing for trials not completed. For subject B, ML was significantly shorter ($df = 1/567, F = 26.61, p < 0.0001$) and $r^2$ was significantly larger ($df = 1/558, F = 6.26, p < 0.0126$) on SMRlow trials. For subject C, total time was significantly shorter ($df = 1/421, F = 4.32, p < 0.0382$) on SMRlow trials. For subject D, ML was significantly shorter ($df = 1/443, F = 60.01, p < 0.0001$) and total time was significantly less ($df = 1/443, F = 1/443, F = 35.80, p < 0.0001$) on SMR low trials.

For subject H, ML was significantly shorter ($df = 1/455, F = 77.53, p < 0.0001$), total time was significantly less ($df = 1/455, F = 58.76, p < 0.0001$), and MT was significantly less ($df = 1/371, F = 6.35, p < 0.0121$) on SMRlow trials.

To further evaluate the inter-subject differences in the impact of pre-movement SMR amplitude on performance, we examined the correlations between the impact of SMR amplitude on the performance parameters and the values of these measures for SMRhigh trials. We used the performance measures for SMRhigh trials because, as previous studies indicate (Boulay et al. 2011, Gilbertson et al. 2005) performance is usually inversely correlated with SMR level. Figure 5 shows these correlations between SMRhigh performance and the SMRhigh/SMRlow performance difference. For movement error and ML, the improvement for SMRlow trials was greater when SMRhigh performance was less good.

![Figure 4. Summary of phase-3 performance. Means for SMRhigh and SMR low trials during phase-3 performance are presented for each subject (A through H) and for the entire group. Movement error is the final difference in pixels between the center of the target and the center of the cursor. Movement latency is the time in ms between the target appearance and the first joystick movement. Movement time is the time in ms between the start of joystick movement and target selection. The total time is the time in ms between target appearance and target selection. $R^2$ is the squared correlation between cursor movement in the horizontal and vertical planes (i.e., the linearity of the movement). Mu and Beta are the amplitudes (in $\mu V$) in these respective frequency bands at the location of the selected SMR feature. * indicates that the means differed with $p < 0.05$ and ** that they differed with $p < 0.01$ by F-test.](image-url)
At the suggestion of a reviewer we also evaluated these measures with Kendall’s Tau which resulted in the effects of movement error being significant \((p < 0.01)\) while ML was not. Overall, these findings suggest that SMR training has greater impact on individuals with initially lower levels of performance.

4. Discussion

There is considerable interest in the potential use of BCI technology for rehabilitation (Dobkin 2007, Daly and Wolpaw 2008, Daly and Sitaram 2012, Ang and Guan 2013). However exploration of the possible alternative strategies has been limited. For example, most of the recent work has used SMR control to generate movement (i.e., via muscle stimulation or orthotic assistance) (see Ang and Guan 2013 for a review). In contrast, the present study evaluated SMR control as a means to improve preparation for movement. To the extent that motor dysfunction is associated with poor motor preparation, training pre-movement SMR could prove efficacious. The results of the present study support this possibility.

4.1. The present study

In phase 1 of the present study, EEG signals were recorded while subjects performed a joystick-based task in which they moved a cursor to a target and then pressed a select button. In phase 2, they were trained to modulate a pre-movement SMR feature that correlated with the performance of this motor task. In phase 3, they modulated this SMR feature in order to initiate trials of the joystick-based motor task. The effects that pre-movement EEG feature modulation had on their performance in phase 3 were subject-specific. These subject-specific effects depended in part on the subject’s baseline level of performance: the positive impact of pre-movement SMR reduction was greater in subjects with poorer initial performance.

Studies of human motor performance typically focus on group effects, although individuals show consistent idiosyncratic patterns in their motor performances (Cesqui et al 2012, Golenia et al 2014). This inter-subject variability may be the result of individual-specific self-organizing processes that may be sub-optimal, but adequate (Cesqui et al 2012). In the present study, we examined both the group effects and the individual effects of pre-movement SMR level. The typical design for repeated-measures within-subjects analysis uses the treatment by subjects interaction as an estimate of error (i.e., individual differences are error). To evaluate the significance of the treatment by subjects’ interaction, we use the treatments by subjects by blocks interaction, which represents the consistency of subject-specific effects over time. This analysis is analogous to that of generalizability theory (Crockler and Algina 1986), which is designed to evaluate the reliability of individual differences at different points in time. We have employed this type of analysis previously to evaluate individual differences in BCI control (e.g., McFarland et al 2003). This application of statistical methods to reveal individual differences is likely to be particularly important for the development of effective BCI-based rehabilitation therapies. The effects of such therapies are likely to differ greatly across people with different disorders and with functional impairments that differ in nature, severity, and underlying mechanisms.

On a cautionary note, figure 4 has 40 comparisons which would lead to an expected false positive rate of 2 (at \(p < 0.05\)). Of the eight significant effects in individual subjects reported there, three are \(p < 0.05\) and five are \(p < 0.01\). This exceeds the false discovery rate, but those comparisons that are just at \(p < 0.05\) should probably be viewed with more caution. All but one of the significant effects reported in table 4 are associated with a significant SMR amplitude by subject interaction.
Our previous study (Boulay et al 2011) of SMR modulation with a simple reaction time task found that reaction times were shorter when subjects reduced pre-reaction SMR amplitude. This finding implied that SMRs reflect brain activity important in the preparation for movement. The present study extends this result to a more complex motor task that requires movement initiation, accurate movement, and selection. Its results begin to reveal the relationships between pre-movement SMRs and specific measures of task performance.

The joystick-based aiming task used in the present experiment is clearly more complex than the simple reaction time task of Boulay et al (2011). For example, as shown in table 2 for Subject E, SMR level was positively correlated with ML and negatively correlated with MT; when SMR was lower, the subject started to move more quickly but then moved more slowly. Figure 2 shows how, in one trial, this subject made an initial coarse (i.e., one-dimensional) movement toward the target and then moved with more accurate two-dimensional control. This tendency towards initial coarse movement followed by more refined movement control is consistent with Woodsworth and Schlosberg’s (1963) suggestion that aiming movements consist of an initial ballistic phase followed by a later feedback-driven phase. More recently, Rand and Shimansky (2013) have modeled reaching movements in terms of progressively refined control. The progressive refinement of motor control could be due in part to the accumulation of spatial position information over time as suggested by Zimmermann et al (2013). Given the time requirements of the present task (i.e., completion within 2 s), the subject may have initiated movement before fully localizing the target and programming the movement. This tendency may have accounted for the negative correlation between ML and MT for subject E shown in table 2; longer pre-movement planning may enable shorter MT. However, subjects might differ in their movement strategies with some allowing more time for planning prior to movement. Different movement strategies could account, in part, for the subject-dependent pattern of results observed in the present study. As discussed by De Rugy et al (2012), movement control processes are distributed over sensorimotor networks at multiple levels. The resulting movement may be locally optimal, but not globally optimal. Individual differences in the relative emphasis on these various control processes could account for the different individual patterns of motor performance. In this regard, it is notable that lesions in different nodes of the motor control network result in different motor deficits (Battaglia-Mayer et al 2014).

There are several limitations to the results of this pilot study. The sample size is small and only two of eight participants improved their performance after training. In addition, we used healthy subjects to evaluate a procedure that would ultimately be intended to aid recovery of individuals with motor impairments. Part of the problem with using healthy subjects is that the potential for improvements in this population is limited. Also, the brain networks used by healthy subjects may not be intact in patients who have had stroke or other forms of pathology.

4.2. SMR-based methods for motor rehabilitation

There are at least two ways in which SMR training might be used to facilitate motor rehabilitation (Daly and Wolpaw 2008). The first strategy is to operantly condition patients to produce more normal SMR activity with the expectation that this will produce more normal movement (e.g., Rozelle and Budzynski 1995). The second is to use SMR activity to control a device (e.g., an orthosis) that assists attempted movements with the expectation that the more normal sensory feedback provided by the improved movement will induce beneficial activity-dependent plasticity in the CNS (Buch et al 2008). In addition, SMR training has been used to facilitate the known beneficial effects of motor imagery on stroke recovery (Prasad et al 2010, Morone et al 2015).

Recent studies have explored the second strategy (Ang and Guan (2013) for review). For example, these studies used SMR signals to control an orthosis (Buch et al 2008) or FES (Young et al 2014) that moved a patient’s paretic hand. The rational for this approach is that pairing movement with kinesthetic feedback should promote plasticity through Hebbian mechanisms (Wang et al 2010). Ramos-Murguialday et al (2013) found that conducting this type of training prior to conventional physiotherapy improved the outcome. In general, these studies report modest positive effects.

The present study explores the first strategy: normalizing movement-associated EEG features. The present study focuses on control of pre-movement SMR; its goal is to modulate the preparation for movement, and to thereby affect the subsequent movement performance. The implication of our approach is that subjects can learn, through feedback, to improve their preparation to respond. This sequential approach—SMR control followed by movement—contrasts with the parallel dual-task approach of other studies, in which the subject is asked to exert SMR control and to produce actual movement at the same time (e.g., Boulay et al 2011, Ramos-Murguialday et al 2013). Such dual tasks may interfere with each other (Pashler 1994); they may be particularly ambiguous and difficult for people with strokes or other disorders that affect cerebral function.

The effectiveness of the pre-movement SMR modulation paradigm depends on whether the brain activity that produces pre-movement SMR affects the subsequent motor behavior. SMR desynchronization is, in fact, a correlate of motor preparation (Plutscheller and McFarland 2012), which is a distributed process engaging all levels of the nervous system, from premotor and motor cortex to subcortical and spinal centers (Cohen et al 2010). SMRs, particularly in the beta frequency range, are thought to reflect inhibition (Plutscheller and McFarland 2012). This view is consistent with observations that beta-range SMRs decrease prior to movement and increase afterward (Plutscheller et al 1997, 2005). Learned SMR desynchronization increases motor cortex excitability, as reflected by motor evoked potentials (Pichiorri et al 2011). These observations provide a rational for using SMR training in motor rehabilitation; methods that increase motor system excitability (referred to as ‘priming’) are recommended for motor rehabilitation (Pomeroy et al 2011).
However, one potential difficulty might be that subjects do not always produce the desired pattern of results. For example, although our subject A was given feedback based on channel C3, inspection of figure 3 indicates greatest modulation over the right side of the scalp.

The paradigm of the present study targeted for modulation pre-movement SMR features that were related to the subsequent motor performance (i.e., joystick operation) and were focused both topographically and spectrally. Thus, the paradigm incorporated the effector-specificity and task-dependence of SMRs, both of which are highly relevant to the design of effective rehabilitation protocols. Previous SMR conditioning studies have generally treated these rhythms as reflections of global function (e.g., Hammer et al 2011); and thus they did not employ spatial filtering methods that focus on SMR features originating in specific areas. Such spatial filtering is important for taking full advantage of the fact that SMR desynchronization is topographically specific to the limb involved in movement or movement imagery (Furtscheller and McFarland 2012). Furthermore, individuals are capable of simultaneously controlling at least three distinct SMR rhythms within the context of a BCI task (McFarland et al 2010). Recognition and engagement of this specificity is likely to be a key requirement for effective SMR-based rehabilitation therapies, although considerable work remains to be done before this approach is ready for clinical application.

5. Conclusions

Training protocols that teach people to modulate SMR features associated with motor performance constitute a promising new approach to motor rehabilitation for people with strokes and other disorders. Most studies up to the present have trained SMR modulation during movement. This study trained modulation of SMR features associated with pre-movement preparation and examined the impact of this modulation on the subsequent motor task in normal subjects. In general, pre-movement SMR decrease was associated with better performance; the nature and extent of improvement varied greatly across individuals. Improvement was significantly greater in those with poorer initial performance. These results suggest that pre-movement SMR training might enhance recovery of motor function for people with strokes or other disorders.
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